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The subject of this work is the first- and second-order sensitivity analysis of some
spectral functions which are essential in eigenvalue optimization by the way of
epi-differentiability. We show that the sum of the m largest eigenvalues of a real
symmetric matrix is twice epi-differentiable and we derive an explicit expression of
its second-order epi-derivative. We also prove that the mth largest eigenvalue
function is twice epi-differentiable if and only if it ranks first in a group of equal
eigenvalues. Finally, we derive chain rules and then we obtain optimality conditions
for an important class of eigenvalue optimization problems. Q 1999 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems involving eigenvalues of symmetric matrices have
a large spectrum of applications in various domains. Among the areas of
research motivating such studies, we may quote: structural optimization in
mechanics, graph-partitioning problems in operations research, search for
Žoptimal preconditioners in algorithms in numerical analysis a good recent
w x.survey on this topic is 9 . One of the main difficulties with the analysis of
such problems is that the eigenvalues, considered as functions of a sym-
metric matrix, are nonsmooth, especially at points where they are multiple
Ž .which are precisely the points of utmost interest .
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The question of the first-order sensitivity analysis of all the eigenvalues
w xhas been completely solved independently by Overton and Womersley 12
w xand Hiriart-Urruty and Ye 6 . These results have been generalized re-
cently by Lewis in an elegant study of different generalized first-order
Ž w x.derivatives of locally Lipschitz spectral functions see 8 .
ŽAs far as the second-order analysis is concerned, Shapiro and Fan cf.
w x. Ž w x.22 , as well as Overton and Womersley cf. 13 , have considered the
problem from an algorithmic point of view and their independent searches
have led to two algorithms that use second-order information. From a
theoretical point of view, the second-order sensiti¤ity analysis by the way of
‘‘classical’’ second-order directional deri¤ati¤es has been carried out by
Ž w x.Shapiro in the case of the smallest eigenvalue cf. 21 and has been
w xrecently extended to all the eigenvalues by the author in 24 . In other
respects, Oustry has used the U-Lagrangian theory to derive an explicit
expression for a second-order operator in the case of the largest eigen-
Ž w x.value: the U-Hessian see 11 .
In the present work, we are interested in another type of generalized
differentiation which has been shown to be particularly interesting for a
large class of optimization problems, namely the concept of epi-differentia-
Ž w x.bility developed in particular by Rockafellar cf. 15]18 .
The main feature of this approach is the way in which limits are taken
for defining the ‘‘derivatives’’: the usual pointwise con¤ergence is replaced
by the notion of epi-con¤ergence. The interest in using such a convergence
is that the so-defined generalized derivatives have interesting properties of
locally uniform approximation of the considered function. Moreover, such
derivatives have been revealed to be still weak enough to be applicable to
w xa large class of functions as shown in 1, 16 .
It is therefore justified to ask whether the important functions in
eigenvalue optimization and their composition with a parameterized ma-
Ž .trix regular enough are twice epi-differentiable. Our goal is to answer
this question.
This article is organized as follows. In the first part, we recall some
necessary results on the first- and second-order sensitivity of spectral
functions we will consider. We also recall definitions and preliminary
results relative to epi-differentiability. In the second section, we establish
Žchain rules in order to prove that the composite functions f ( A where f
stands for any spectral function considered in the first section and A is a
2 .matrix with C entries are twice epi-differentiable. Moreover, we obtain
explicit expressions of their first- and second-order epi-derivatives.
Finally, we use the previous chain rules to derive, in a very simple way,
Ž .necessary and sufficient optimality conditions with a null gap for a large
class of eigenvalue optimization problems.
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1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1.1. Some Results on the First- and Second-Order Sensiti¤ity of
Spectral Functions
Let S denote the space of n-by-n real symmetric matrices, equippedn
Ž . Ž .with the inner product A ? B [ tr AB trace of AB . Given A g S , then
n eigenvalues of A are arranged in the decreasing order
l A G l A G ??? G l A .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n
ŽWe assume that the multiple eigenvalues are repeated according to their
.multiplicity. Then, we can define
l : A g S “ l A mth largest eigenvalue of A .Ž . Ž .m n m
We will be interested in another spectral function: the sum of the m largest
eigen¤alues of A:
s : S “ R,m n
A ‹ s A [ l A q l A q ??? ql A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1 2 m
Fan’s variational formula enables us to express s as the support functionm
of the convex compact set
<V [ C g S C # 0, tr C s m , l C F 1 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .m n 1
Ž . Ž w x.C # 0 means that C is positive semidefinite see, for instance, 6 . Thus
for any 1 F m F n, s is con¤ex, positi¤ely homogeneous, and Lipschitz onm
S . As a consequence, l is positi¤ely homogeneous, Lipschitz, and may ben m
written as a difference of two convex functions.
We introduce two fundamental integers. First, we denote by i them
Ž . Ž .number of eigenvalues ranking before l A which are equal to l Am m
Ž Ž .. Ž .counting l A . This integer allows us to locate l A in the group ofm m
eigenvalues that coincide with it:
l A G ??? ) l A s ??? s l A G ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 myi q1 mm^ ‘ _
im
Ž .The eigenvalue l A ranks first in the group of eigenvalues whichmy i q1m
Ž .are equal to l A . In the sequel, we will call such an eigenvalue a leadingm
Ž .eigen¤alue. We also define the integer r as the multiplicity of l A andm m
the n-by-r matrix X whose columns form an orthonormal basis of them m
Ž .eigenspace associated with l A .m
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All these notations depend, of course, on the matrix A, but for conve-
nience, we will let down this dependence. One can also notice that l , s ,m m
Ž .and a depend implicitly on n but, once more, we will keep the samem
notations regardless of the value of n.
We introduce a new spectral function that we will use as an ‘‘auxiliary’’
one in the study of the epi-differentiability of s and l ; it is defined asm m
a : S “ R,m n
A ‹ a A [ l A q ??? ql AŽ . Ž . Ž .m myi q1 mm
Žthe sum of all the eigenvalues ranking before m, which are equal to
Ž . Ž ..l A , including l A .m m
Now let us recall some fundamental results on the first-order sensitivity
of these functions. A complete analysis on this question has been realized
w xindependently by Hiriart-Urruty and Ye in 6 and Overton and Womers-
w xley in 12 . We have to define new indices. We denote by k , . . . , k the set1 l
Ž Ž .of the indices of all the leading eigenvalues of A we then have l A )k1
Ž . Ž ..l A ) ??? ) l A .k k2 l
THEOREM 1.1. The subdifferential of s at A is gi¤en bym
T T <›s A s X X q X W X W g V . 2Ž . Ž . 4Ým k k m m il l m
k Fmyil m
Consequently, the directional deri¤ati¤e of s at A in the direction H equalsm
s X A , H s tr X T HX q s X T HX . 3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ž .m k k i m ml l m
k Fmyil m
An immediate consequence of this result is the following expression of
the directional derivative of l :m
lX A , H s l X T HX . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .m i m mm
Another important consequence is the differentiability of s , whosemy im
gradient is given by
=s A s X X T . 5Ž . Ž .Ýmy i k km l l
k Fmyil m
Consequently,
›a A s ›s A y =s AŽ . Ž . Ž .m m myim
T <s X W X W g V . 6Ž . 4m m im
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w xA similar analysis has been carried out for the second-order in 24 .
However, in order to keep the present work clear, we will only give the
Ž .main results for two functions l and s . According to 4 , we know1 myimX Ž . Ž T .that l A, H s l X HX . We denote by r the multiplicity of˜1 1 1 1 1
Ž T .l X HX and by U the r -by-r matrix whose columns form an or-˜1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž T .thonormal basis of the eigenspace associated with l X HX . Notice that1 1 1
these two quantities depend not only on A but also on H. But once more,
for convenience, we will let down this dependence. Concerning the largest
eigenvalue, the main result is the following.
Žw x.THEOREM 1.2 24, Theorem 1.6 . Let A, H g S . The second-ordern
directional deri¤ati¤e defined by
l A q tH y l A y tlX A , HŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1Y , 1l A , H [ lim 7Ž . Ž .1 2q t r2t“0
does exist and
†Y , 1 T Tl A , H s l 2U X H l I y A HX U ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1
Ž .† Ž .where l I y A refers to the pseudo-in¤erse of l A I y A.1 n 1 n
Ž w x. 2 Ž ‘ .It is well known since 7 that s is C C in fact and one canmy im w xderive an expression of its second-order differential from 24 .
PROPOSITION 1.3. The function s is C 2 on S . For any A andmy i nm
H g S , the second-order differential of s at A in the direction H is gi¤enn myim
by
†2 TD s A H , H s tr 2 X H l I y A HX . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /my i k k n km l l l
k Fmyil m
1.2. The Notion of Epi-Differentiability
In this work, we are interested in the first- and second-order epi-dif-
ferentiability of the spectral functions a , s , and l . For that purpose,m m m
we have to recall preliminary results on the notion of epi-differentiability
Ž w x .see 16 for more details . Let us begin with the concept of epi-conver-
gence.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let E be a finite-dimensional space. Consider a family
of lower semicontinuous functions F : E “ R, indexed by a real parame-t
Ž q.ter t ) 0. We will say that F epi-converges to F as t “ 0 , notedt
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F “ F, if the two following conditions are satisfied:t e
Ž . qa Given any t “ 0 , h g E, and h “ h, we haven n
Ž . Ž .lim inf F h G F h ;n“q‘ t nn
Ž . qb Given any t “ 0 , h g E, there exists h “ h such thatn n
Ž . Ž .lim F h s F h .n“q‘ t nn
In fact, the previous definition corresponds to the so-called ‘‘Mosco-con-
vergence,’’ but it is well known that in finite-dimensional spaces, ‘‘Mosco-
convergence’’ coincides with ‘‘epi-convergence.’’
DEFINITION 1.2. The function f is said to be epi-differentiable at x if
the first-order difference quotient functions
f x q t . y f xŽ . Ž .ž /t t)0
X , eŽ .epi-converge to a proper function. This limit, noted f x, . , is the
so-called first-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of f at x. The set of epi-gradients of f at
x is defined as follows:
< X , e ² :¤ g E f x , h G ¤ , h for all h g E . 4Ž .
The following result due to Rockafellar clarifies the link between the
first-order epi-differentiability and Clarke regularity.
Žw x. ŽPROPOSITION 1.4 16, Proposition 2.6 . If f is regular in the sense of
. Ž .Clarke and if the Clarke subdifferential › f x is nonempty, then f is
Ž .necessarily epi-differentiable at x. Moreo¤er, › f x consists exactly of the
epi-gradients of f at x and we ha¤e the equality
f X , e x , h s f X x , h , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
XŽ .where f x, h refers to the first-order directional deri¤ati¤e of f at x in the
direction h.
DEFINITION 1.3. The function f is said to be twice epi-differentiable at x
relative to an epi-gradient ¤ if f is epi-differentiable at x and if the
second-order difference quotient functions
² :f x q t . y f x y t ¤ , .Ž . Ž .
2ž /t r2 t)0
Y , eŽ .epi-converge to a proper function. This limit, noted f x, ¤ , . is the
so-called second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of f at x relative to ¤ .
In the sequel, we will use the following ‘‘global’’ definition which is
independent of epi-gradients.
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DEFINITION 1.4. We say that f is twice epi-differentiable at x if f is
once epi-differentiable at x, the set of epi-gradients is nonempty, and f is
twice epi-differentiable at x relative to all epi-gradients.
Some fundamental properties of the second-order epi-derivative are
collected in the next proposition.
Žw x.PROPOSITION 1.5 16, Proposition 2.7 . Let f be twice epi-differentiable
Y , eŽ .at x relati¤e to ¤ . Then the second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e function f x, ¤ , . is
Ž .l.s.c. lower semicontinuous and positi¤ely homogeneous of degree 2. More-
Y , eŽ .o¤er, if f is con¤ex, then f x, ¤ , . is nonnegati¤e and con¤ex.
Ž .In Theorem 1.2, we have considered for the function l the second-1
order directional derivative defined by
f x q th y f x q tf X x , hŽ . Ž . Ž .
Y , 1f x , h [ lim . 10Ž . Ž .2q t r2t“0
The author has shown that such a limit does exist for all the eigenvalues of
Ž w x.a real symmetric matrix cf. 24 . Assume now that f is a l.s.c. proper
Y , 1Ž .convex function. The mapping f x, . is not necessarily convex because
XŽ .of the concave part yf x, . in its definition. We then define another
second-order directional derivative only by replacing the sublinear form
XŽ . ² :f x, . by a linear form ¤ , . , where ¤ is a subgradient of f at x. More
Ž . Ž .precisely, for any ¤ g › f x , we define when the limit exists
² :f x q th y f x y t ¤ , hŽ . Ž .
Y , 1f x , ¤ , h [ lim , 11Ž . Ž .2q t r2t“0
Y , 1Ž .which is convex. Notice that it is possible to express f x, ¤ , . in terms of
Y , 1Ž .f x, . , namely,
Y , 1 ² : Xf x , h if ¤ , h s f x , h ,Ž . Ž .Y , 1f x , ¤ , h s 12Ž . Ž .½ q‘ else.
Y , 1Ž .The mapping f x, ¤ , . has almost all the properties of the second-order
Ž .epi-derivative see Proposition 1.5 : it is convex, positively homogeneous of
Y , 1Ž .degree 2, and nonnegative. Unfortunately, f x, ¤ , . is not necessarily
Ž w x.l.s.c. cf. 5 .
Ž ŽFor a large class of functions including ‘‘piecewise linear-quadratic’’ cf.
w x. 2 Ž w x.17 and ‘‘piecewise convex-C ’’ functions cf. 1 , it has been shown that
f Y , 1 and f Y , e coincide, i.e., the epi-convergence of second-order difference
quotients reduces to a mere pointwise convergence. In the sequel, we will
see that such an equality does not hold true for the largest eigenvalue
function.
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2. FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER EPI-DERIVATIVES OF
SOME SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS
In this section, we study the first- and second-order epi-differentiability
of some fundamental spectral functions, namely, a , s , and l . We willm m m
Žsee that the epi-differentiability of s and l whenever this last one ism m
.twice epi-differentiable can be easily deduced from the study of a . Wem
Ž .then begin our analysis by considering this function a m is arbitrary .m
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2.1. Let A g S . The function a is twice epi-differentiable atn m
A. The set of epi-gradients of a at A consists exactly of Clarke subgradientsm
Ž Ž . Ž ..›a A is gi¤en by 6 and the first-order epi-deri¤ati¤e coincides with them
usual directional deri¤ati¤e
a X , e A , H s a X A , H s s X T HX . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m i m mm
Ž .The second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of a at A relati¤e to any V g ›a A ism m
gi¤en explicitly by
† X2V ? H l I y A H if a A , H s V ? H ,Ž . Ž .m n mY , ea A , V , H sŽ .m X½ q‘ if a A , H ) V ? H .Ž .m
14Ž .
Proof. We recall that a can be written as a difference of a convexm
1 Ž .function and a C function: it is then regular in the sense of Clarke .
Consequently, one knows from Proposition 1.4 that a is necessarilym
epi-differentiable at A, the set of epi-gradients coincides with the Clarke
subdifferential, and the first-order epi-derivative is given by the classical
directional derivative.
The more tricky second-order analysis requires the following perturba-
tion result.
LEMMA 2.1. For any A, E g S , we ha¤e the following de¤elopment:n
a A q E s a AŽ . Ž .m m
† 3T T 5 5q s X EX q X E l I y A EX q O E .Ž . Ž .Ž .i m m m m n mm
15Ž .
As a consequence,
T 5 5 2a A q E s a A q s X EX q O E . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m i m mm
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Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of a similar development
w Ž . xgiven in 24, 2 , lemme 1.3 for all the eigenvalues.
Ž . qLet V g ›a A . Given H g S , H “ H, and t “ 0 , we focus ourm n k k
attention on the second-order difference quotient
a A q t H y a A y t V ? HŽ . Ž .m k k m k k
17Ž .2t r2k
X Ž . Ž .To begin with, assume that a A, H ) V ? H. By using the relation 16m
Ž .with E s t H , 17 becomesk k
a X A , H y V ? HŽ .m k k 25 5q O H ,Ž .kt r2k
which goes to q‘ as k “ q‘.
X Ž . qAssume now that a A, H s V ? H. Let H “ H and t “ 0 . Sincem k k
Ž . TV g ›a A , it is possible to write V s X W X for some W g V . Bym m m im
Ž . Ž .using the development 15 , the difference quotient 17 can be written as
†T T Ts X H X q t X H l I y A H X y W ? X H XŽ .Ž .i m k m k m k m n k m m k mm q O t .Ž .kt r2k
18Ž .
Moreover, if we express s as the support function of V and sincei im m
W g V , it is possible to bound from below the previous quantity byim
†T T TW ? X H X q t X H l I y A H X y W ? X H XŽ . 4m k m k m k m n k m m k m q O tŽ .kt r2k
†Ts 2W ? X H l I y A H X q O t ,Ž . Ž .m k m n k m k
Ž .† Ž .which converges to 2V ? H l I y A H. The criterion a of Definitionm n
1.1 is then satisfied.
Ž . qLet us now verify the criterion b . Let t “ 0 . We have to exhibit ak
 4 Ž .sequence H which converges to H such that the limit of 17 equalsk k
Ž .† Ž .†2V ? H l I y A H. Let us consider H [ H y t H l I y A H. Them n k k m n
Ž . Ž .difference quotient 17 , which is equal to 18 , therefore becomes
a X T HX y V ? HŽ .i m m †m q 2V ? H l I y A H q O t ,Ž . Ž .m n kt r2k
†Ž .which converges to 2V ? H l I y A H, as required.m n
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The following proposition provides an explicit description of the domain
Y , eŽ . Ž Y , eŽ ..of a A, V, . noted dom a A, V, . .m m
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A g S and V g ›a A . The domain ofn m
Y , eŽ .a A, V, . is gi¤en bym
dom a Y , e A , V , . s N V 19Ž . Ž . Ž .m ›a Ž A.m
< Ts R. I q C s X CX F 0 and C ? V s 0 , 20Ž . 4Ž .n i m mm
Ž . Ž .where N V is the normal cone to ›a A at V.›a Ž A. mM
Y , eŽ .Proof. The domain of a A, V, . consists of the directions H satisfy-m
X Ž . X Ž .ing a A, H y V ? H s 0. Since a A, . is the support function ofm m
Ž .›a A , it implies thatm
Y , e <dom a A , V , . s H F y V ? H F 0 for all F g ›a A 4Ž . Ž . Ž .m m
s N V .Ž .›a Ž A.m
Let us prove the second equality.
Ž T .= : Let H s a I q C, where a g R, s X CX F 0, and C ? V s 0.n i m mm
X Ž . Ž T .Let us verify that a A, H s V ? H. It suffices to show that s X CXm i m mm
Ž T .s 0. We know by assumption that s X CX F 0. Moreover,i m mm
T X <s X CX s a A , C s sup F ? C F g ›a A G V ? C s 0, 4Ž . Ž .Ž .i m m m mm
which proves our first inclusion.
X Ž . Ž T .: : Let H be such that a A, H s s X HX s V ? H. Setm i m mm
Ž T .a [ V ? Hri and C [ H y a I . It clearly appears that s X CX sm n i m mm
Ž T .s X HX y a .i s V ? H y a .i s 0, and C ? V s H ? V y a .i si m m m m mm
0, according to the definition of a . The second inclusion is then estab-
lished.
Ž . ŽAssume now that l A ranks first in a group of equal eigenvalues i.e.,m
Ž . Ž . Ž ..either m s 1 or l A ) l A if m ) 1 . In this case, the functionmy 1 m
a coincides with l in a neighborhood of A. Then, an importantm m
consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the first- and second-order epi-differentiabil-
ity of l , whenever it ranks first in a group of equal eigenvalues. Morem
precisely, we have the following result.
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let A g S be such that l A ranks first in a group ofn m
equal eigenvalues. The function l is twice epi-differentiable at A. The set ofm
epi-gradients coincides with the Clarke subdifferential and the first-order
epi-deri¤ati¤e equals the usual directional deri¤ati¤e
lX , e A , H s lX A , H s l X T HX . 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m 1 m m
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Ž .The second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of l at A relati¤e to any V g ›l A ism m
explicitly gi¤en by
† X2V ? H l I y A H if l A , H s V ? H ,Ž . Ž .m n mY , el A , V , H sŽ .m X½ q‘ if l A , H ) V ? H .Ž .m
22Ž .
Ž .What about the epi-differentiability of l when l A is no longer am m
leading eigenvalue? The following proposition answers this question.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. If l A is not a leading eigenvalue, then l is stillm m
epi-differentiable at A and
lX , e A , H s lX A , H s l X T HX .Ž . Ž . Ž .m m i m mm
Howe¤er, the set of epi-gradients is empty and consequently, l is not twicem
epi-differentiable at A.
Proof. The first-order epi-differentiability of l can be easily deducedm
Ž w x .from the following first-order development cf. 24 , for instance :
T 5 5 2l A q E s l A q l X EX q O E .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m i m mm
Concerning the emptiness of the set of epi-gradients, the key argument is
Ž .that, for k ) 1, the function l has no affine minorant even locally .k
LEMMA 2.2. If k ) 1, then
<C [ W g S l Q G W ? Q for all Q g S s B. 4Ž .k n k n
w xProof. See, for instance, 4, Proposition 4.1 .
Ž .We denote by J A the set of epi-gradients of l at A. Given them
inequality
lX , e A , H F l X T HX for all H ,Ž . Ž .m 1 m m
the following inclusion is clear:
T <J A ; X W X W g V .Ž .  4m m 1
Ž .Then, according to the definition of J A , we can write
T < T TJ A s X W X l X HX G W ? X HX for all H ,Ž .  4Ž .m m i m m m mm
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 T < 4and since X HX H g S s S , we finally obtainm m n rm
< TJ A s X W l Q G W ? Q for all Q X .Ž . Ž . 4m i mm
Ž .As i ) 1 because m is not a leading eigenvalue , we conclude with them
previous lemma.
Compare the formula of the second-order epi-derivative we have ob-
tained for l with the one giving the second-order directional derivative1
Ž .Theorem 1.2 . We clearly see that these two expressions are radically
different whenever l is multiple. This observation can be extended to any1
w xleading eigenvalue. This phenomenon has been studied in detail in 23
Žwhere a nice formula between these two generalized derivatives is also
.provided .
Ž .Remark 1 Generalized Hessian of Eigenvalues . Let A g S be suchn
Ž . Ž . Žthat l A is a leading eigenvalue and let V g ri ›l A the relativem m
Ž ..interior of ›l A . Using Proposition 2.2, one can easily prove that in thism
case,
Y , e < Tdom l A , V , . s N V s R. I q C X CX s 0 ,Ž . Ž .  4m ›l Ž A. n m mm
Ž Ž ..which is a subspace of S independent of V g ri ›l A . Moreover, then m
Y , eŽ . Žfunction l A, V, . defines a purely quadratic form on its domain if wem
w x Y , eŽ .refer to the notation used in 15 . l A, V, . is a generalized quadraticm
.form on S . We can therefore associate with l a second-order operator:n m
Ž w x.‘‘the generalized Hessian’’ see 10 defined as
T A , V : dom lY , e A , V , . “ dom lY , e A , V , . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m
T A , V s injU ( H A , V (inj ,Ž . Ž .m A m A
s Proj ( H A , V (ProjU ,Ž .A m A
Y , eŽ .where inj denotes the canonical injection from doml A, V, . into S ,A m n
Y , eŽ . Ž UProj the projection operator onto dom l A, V, . we have inj sA m A
.Proj , andA
H A , V : S “ S ,Ž .m n n
† †K ‹ V K l I y A q l I y A KV .Ž . Ž .m n m n
For m s 1, the previous result should be compared with the one obtained
w x Ž . Žby Oustry in 11 ; indeed, T A, V the generalized Hessian of l relative1 1
.to V is exactly the U-Hessian of l at A relati¤e to V.1
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Another fundamental consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the first- and
Ž .second-order epi-differentiability of s for any m .m
THEOREM 2.5. Let A g S . The function s is twice epi-differentiable atn m
A. The set of epi-gradients of s at A consists exactly of Clarke subgradientsm
Ž Ž ..gi¤en by 2 , and the first-order epi-deri¤ati¤e coincides with the usual
first-order directional deri¤ati¤e
s X , e A , H s s X A , H s =s A ? H q s X T HX . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m myi i m mm m
Ž .The second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of s at A relati¤e to any V g ›s A ism m
equal to
Y , e 2 Y , e ˜s A , V , H s D s A H , H q a A , V , H , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m myi mm
˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .where V [ V y =s A , and =s A and D s A H, H aremy i myi myim m m
Ž . Ž .gi¤en by 5 and 8 , respecti¤ely.
Proof. Write s s s q a . One knows by Theorem 2.1 that a ism myi m mm
twice epi-differentiable at A and by Proposition 1.3 that s is C 2.my im
w xTherefore, the proof derives from the application of 17, Proposition 2.10 .
Y , e Y , e ˜Ž . Ž .Notice that the domain of s A, V, . is exactly dom a A, V, . ,m m
which is made explicit in Proposition 2.2
3. FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER
EPI-DIFFERENTIABILITY OF SOME PARAMETERIZED
SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS
In this section, our aim is to derive chain rules for the second-order
epi-differentiability of the spectral functions introduced in the previous
section. More precisely, let O be an open subset of some euclidean space,
say R p, and
A: O ; R p “ S ,n
x ‹ A x ,Ž .
be a C 2 mapping. The spectral functions we study are defined on O by
l x [ l A x , s x [ s A x , a x [ a A x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m m m m
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Given any x g O, we define, as in Section 1.1, the two integers
i x [ i A x , r x [ r A x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m m m
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and the n-by-r x matrix X x [ X A x whose columns form anm m m
Ž .orthonormal basis of the eigenspace associated with l x . In the sequel,m
we will forget the dependence of i , r , and X on x.m m m
In order to study the epi-differentiability of the parameterized spectral
functions that we have introduced, we will follow the general outline of
Section 1. More precisely, we will first turn our attention to the function
Ža , and then we will easily deduce similar results for the functions l inm m
.some cases and s .m
One of the main drawbacks of epi-differentiability is the absence of
chain rules in the form: ‘‘if f is twice epi-differentiable and g is a C 2
mapping, then f ( g is twice epi-differentiable.’’ Such an assertion holds
true under the additional assumption that the second-order epi-derivative
Ž w x.coincides with the second-order directional derivative see 3 . We know
that such an assumption is not satisfied in our case, and so we will have to
carry out the work by hand.
Let us begin by recalling some results on the first- and second-order
Ž .Ž .sensitivity of l , s , and a . Let x g O. We denote by A [ › Ar› x x ,m m m i i
Ž .for 1 F i F p, the partial derivative of A . relative to the ith variable, and
we associate with any V g S the vectorn
L [ V ? A , . . . , V ? A g R pŽ .V 1 p
Ž Ž .Ž ..notice that V ‹ L is exactly the adjoint operator of DA x . . TheV
following formulae follow from a classical chain rule:
<›s x s L V g ›s A x , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .m V m
25Ž .
<›a x s L V g ›a A x , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .m V m
=s x s L , 26Ž . Ž .my i =s Ž AŽ x ..m my im
2 2D s x d , d s =s A x ? D A x d , dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .my i myim m
2q D s A x DA x d , DA x d . 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .my im
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .An explicit expression of ›s A , ›a A , =s A , andm m my i m2 Ž .Ž . .D s A H, H is given in the first section.my im
We are now in a position to state one of the main results of this section.
THEOREM 3.1. Let x g O. The function a is twice epi-differentiable at x.m
The set of epi-gradients of a at x coincides with the Clarke subdifferentialm
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Ž Ž ..gi¤en by 25 and the first-order epi-deri¤ati¤e is equal to the usual first-order
directional deri¤ati¤e
XX , e Ta x , d s a x , d s s X DA x d X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m i m mm
Ž .The second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of a at x, for any ¤ g ›a x , is expressedm m
as
†2¡ max V ? D A q 2 DA l I y A x DAŽ .Ž .½ 5m n
Ž .VgL ¤
Y , e ~ Xa x , ¤ , d sŽ .m ² :if a x , d s ¤ , d ,Ž .m
X¢ ² :q‘ if a x , d ) ¤ , d ,Ž .m
2 2Ž .  Ž Ž .. < 4 Ž .Ž .where L ¤ [ V g ›a A x L s ¤ , D A [ D A x d, d , andm V
Ž .Ž .DA [ DA x d .
Ž .Proof. The function a : S “ R is regular in the sense of Clarkem n
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .see the proof of Theorem 2.1 and A . is C by assumption . By applying
w xa chain rule 2, Theorem 2.3.10 , we deduce the regularity of a : O “ Rm
X Ž .and an expression of a x, d .m
Now let us turn our attention to the second-order analysis. Let ¤ g
p qŽ .›a x . Given d g R , d “ d, and t “ 0 , we consider the differencem k k
quotient
² :a x q t d y a x y t ¤ , dŽ .Ž .m k k m k k
D k [ . 28Ž . Ž .2t r2k
X Ž . ² :First, assume that a x, d ) ¤ , d . Write the previous difference quo-m
tient as
2 a x q t d y a xŽ .Ž .m k k m ² :y ¤ , d .kt tk k
X Ž . ² : ŽThe expression between brackets converges to a x, d y ¤ , d ) 0 bym
. Ž .assumption as k “ q‘, and therefore, the limit of 28 equals q‘.
X Ž . ² :Now assume that a x, d s ¤ , d . If we consider a second-orderm
Ž . Ž .expansion of A . at x in the direction t d , 28 becomesk k
2 2a A x q t DA x d q t D A x d , d r2 y a A xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m k k k k k m
2t r2k
2
² :y ¤ , d q O t .Ž .k ktk
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .We denote by D k resp. D k the first resp. the second term of this2 1
Ž .expression. We start by studying the difference quotient D k . Since a2 m
2 Ž .Ž .is locally Lipschitz, one can replace d by d in D A x d , d . Thus, byk k k
2 2Ž . Ž .Ž .applying Lemma 2.1 with A [ A x and E [ t DA x d q t D Ar2,k k k
we obtain
TD k s s X 2 DA x d rtŽ . Ž . Ž .2 i m k kžm
†2qD A q 2 DA l I y A x DA X .Ž .Ž .m n m /
In the sequel, we will write for the sake of simplicity
†2R x , d [ D A q 2 DA l I y A x DA.Ž . Ž .Ž .m n
ŽAfter this first step, let us verify the two criteria of epi-convergence for
.the second-order difference quotient stated in Definition 1.1. We begin
Ž . qwith the criterion a . Consider any t “ 0 , d “ d, and expressk k
Ž .s : S “ R as the support function of V . Then D k can be written asi r i 2m m m
TD k s max X W X ? 2 DA x d rt q R x , dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 m m k k
WgV im
s max V ? 2 DA x d rt q R x , d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
Ž Ž ..Vg›a A xm
TŽ Ž ..  < 4 Ž Ž ..because ›a A x s X W X W g V by 6 . Using the definition ofm m m im
L , one can also writeV
² :D k s max 2 L , d rt q V ? R x , d .Ž . Ž .2 V k k
Ž Ž ..Vg›a A xm
Ž . Ž Ž ..Given the inclusion L ¤ ; ›a A x , it is clear thatm
² :D k G max 2 L , d rt q V ? R x , d ,Ž . Ž .2 V k k
Ž .VgL ¤
Ž . Ž Ž ..and since L s ¤ for any V g L ¤ according to the definition of L ¤ ,V
we finally come to
² :D k G 2 ¤ , d rt q max V ? R x , d .Ž . Ž .2 k k
Ž .VgL ¤
Ž .If we replace R x, d with its value, we can therefore claim that
†2lim inf D k G max V ? D A q 2 DA l I y A x DA . 29Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m n
k“q‘ Ž .VgL ¤
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Ž . qThe verification of the criterion b is more tricky. Given any t “ 0 ,k
Ž .we have to exhibit a sequence d “ d such that 28 converges tok
†2max V ? D A q 2 DA l I y A x DA . 30Ž . Ž .Ž .m n
Ž .VgL ¤
Ž .Let d “ d. The sublinearity of s : S “ R it is a support functionk i rm m
leads to
2
T TD k F s X 2 DA x ¤ q R x , d X q s X DAX ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 i m k m i m mm mtk
w x Ž .where ¤ [ d y d rt . Decompose D k as follows:k k k 1
2
² : ² :D k s y ¤ , d y 2 ¤ , ¤ .Ž .1 ktk
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..One can therefore bound from above D k s D k q D k by1 2
Ts X 2 DA x ¤ q R x , d XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i m k mm
2
T² : ² :y 2 ¤ , ¤ q s X DAX y ¤ , d . 31Ž .Ž .k i m mmtk
The last term in this expression is equal to
2
X ² :a x , d y ¤ , d s 0.Ž .mtk
LEMMA 3.1. Let f : R p “ R be the function defined by
T ² :f z [ s X 2 DA x z q R x , d X y 2 ¤ , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i m mm
 Ž . < p4and g [ inf f z z g R its infimum. We then ha¤e the following equality:
†2g s max V ? D A q 2 DA l I y A x DA .Ž .Ž .m n
Ž .VgL ¤
Proof. Express s as the support function of V . The real number gi im m
has the following expression:
T ² :g s inf max X W X ? 2 DA x z q R x , z y 2 ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž .m m½ 5pzgR WgV im
² :s inf max V ? 2 DA x z q R x , d y 2 ¤ , z . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
pzgR Ž Ž ..Vg›a A xm
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Ž wBy applying a classical minimax result see, for instance, 14, Corollary
x.37.3.2 , one can invert the ‘‘inf’’ and the ‘‘max’’ in the previous equality,
namely,
² :g s max inf V ? 2 DA x z q R x , d y 2 ¤ , z , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
pzgRŽ Ž ..Vg›a A xm
² :s max inf 2 L y ¤ , z q V ? R x , d , 4Ž .VpzgRŽ Ž ..Vg›a A xm
by definition of L . Now fix V. The previous infimum takes the value y‘V
Ž . Ž .if and only if L / ¤ , i.e., V f L ¤ , and equals V ? R x, d else.V
Ž .Finally, by replacing R x, d by its value, the required equality clearly
appears.
Since the infimum of f is not a priori attained, we consider a minimiz-
 4  4  4ing sequence z . Our aim is to construct a sequence d from t andl l k k k k
 4 Ž .z converging to d which satisfies the criterion b . For that purpose, wel l
define l: N “ N such that
y1r2 6 6z F t q ‘ for all k , l k q ‘,Ž .Ž .lŽk . k k“‘ k“‘
and l is nondecreasing. Thus, by setting d [ d q t z , it clearly comesk k lŽk .
 4that d “ d. Up to now, we have worked with an arbitrary sequence d .k k k
Ž .Let us take d [ d . We have shown that the difference quotient D k isk k
Ž . Ž .less than or equal to 31 , which is equal to f z . Consequently,lŽk .
lim sup D k F lim f z s gŽ . Ž .lŽk .
k“‘k“q‘
Ž .by construction . Moreover, according to the first part of this proof, we
know that
lim inf D k G gŽ .
k“q‘
Ž Ž .. Ž .see 29 . Finally, D k converges and its limit is given by
†2max V ? D A q 2 DA l I y A x DA .Ž .Ž .m n
Ž .VgL ¤
Ž .The condition b is therefore satisfied.
Remark 2. One can easily derive from a chain rule an expression of the
Y , eŽ .domain of a x, ¤ , . ,m
Y , edom a x , ¤ , . s N ¤Ž . Ž .m ›a Ž x .m
Y , e<s d DA x d g dom a A x , V , . , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m
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Ž . Y , eŽ .where V g L ¤ and dom a A, V, . has been made explicit in Proposi-m
tion 2.2.
Ž .As has been done in the first section in the nonparameterized case , we
deduce, from the previous theorem, results on epi-differentiability of some
eigenvalue functions and sums of eigenvalues.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let x g O be such that l x ranks first in a group ofm
equal eigenvalues. The function l is twice epi-differentiable at x. The set ofm
epi-gradients consists exactly of the Clarke subgradients and the first-order
epi-deri¤ati¤e coincides with the usual first-order directional deri¤ati¤e
XX , e Tl x , d s l x , d s l X DA x d X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m 1 m m
Ž .The second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of l at x, for any ¤ g ›l x , has them m
expression
†2¡ max V ? D A q 2 DA l I y A x DAŽ .Ž .½ 5m n
Ž .VgL ¤
Y , e ~ Xl x , ¤ , d sŽ .m ² :if l x , d s ¤ , d ,Ž .m
X¢ ² :q‘ if l x , d ) ¤ , d ,Ž .m
2 2Ž .  Ž Ž .. < 4 Ž .Ž .where L ¤ [ V g ›l A x L s ¤ , D A [ D A x d, d , and DAm V
Ž .Ž .[ DA x d .
Ž .Proof. Since l x ranks first in a group of equal eigenvalues, thenm
a s l in a neighborhood of x. The result follows then from Theoremm m
3.1.
Ž .Let ¤ g ri ›l x . It is easy to check thatm
HN ¤ s aff ›l xŽ . Ž .Ž .›l Ž x . 0 mm
Ž Ž Ž ..where aff ›l x denotes the subspace parallel to the affine hull of0 m
Ž .. Ž .›l x . Therefore, N ¤ is more than a cone, it is a subspacem ›l Ž x .m
Ž Ž ..independent of the particular ¤ g ri ›l x .m
Y , eŽ .Which additional assumptions are needed for l x, ¤ , . to become am
generalized quadratic form? In order to answer this question, we intro-
duce, for 1 F i, j F r , the vectorsm
e [ xTA x , . . . , xTA x g R p ,Ž .i j i 1 j i p j
w xwhere X [ x , . . . , x .m 1 rm
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let x g O be such that l x ranks first in a group ofm
Ž .equal eigen¤alues and ¤ g ri ›l x . The function l admits a generalizedm m
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Hessian at x relati¤e to ¤ if
e , e y e , 1 F i - j F r , 1 F k - r 4i j k k r r m mm m
are linearly independent.
Y , eŽ .Proof. Clearly, a sufficient condition for l x, ¤ , . to be a generalizedm
Ž .quadratic form is that the set of matrices L ¤ reduces to a singleton. Let
us verify that this last condition is equivalent to the linear independence
assumption. We start by assuming that
e , e y e , 1 F i - j F r , 1 F k - r 4i j k k r r m mm m
Ž . Ž Ž ..are linearly independent. Let V g L ¤ . As V g ›l A x , we can writem
T ŽV s X W X for some W g V according to the characterization ofm m 1
Ž Ž .. Ž ..›l A x given in 6 . Therefore, using the vectors e , the equationm i j
L s ¤ can be developed as follows:V
W e s ¤ .Ý i j i j
1FiFrm
1FjFrm
Ž .The symmetry of W and A as well as the equation tr W s 1 both implyk
r y1m
2W e q W e y e q e s ¤ . 32Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j k k k k r r r rm m m m
1Fi-jFr ks1m
Using the linear independence assumption, it is easy to deduce from this
Ž .last equation that L ¤ reduces to a singleton.
Ž .  4Now assume that L ¤ s V . If we consider the linear mapping
w x Ž .L: V ‹ L , then according to 14, Theorem 6.6 and 25 ,V
ri ›l x s ri L ›l A x s L ri ›l A x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m m
˜Ž . Ž Ž ..By assumption, ¤ g ri ›l x and thus there exists V g ri ›l A x suchm m
˜Ž . Ž Ž ..that L s ¤ . Since L ¤ reduces to V, necessarily V s V g ri ›l A x .V˜ m
T Ž Ž Ž ...Write V s X W X , with W % 0 because V g ri ›l A x . We havem m m
Ž .seen that the relation L s ¤ is equivalent to 32 . Consider a nullV
combination of the vectors e and e y e for 1 F i - j F r andi j k k r r mm m
1 F k - r ,m
r y1m
a e q a e y e s 0. 33Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j k k k r rm m
1Fi-jFr ks1m
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Ž .Let b be a real number. Multiply 33 by b and subtract this new equation
Ž .to 32 ; we thus obtain
r y1m
2W y ba e q W y ba e y e q e s ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi j i j i j k k k k k r r r rm m m m
1Fi-jFr ks1m
34Ž .
ˆConsider the matrices B and B defined by
a i j
B s B [ for 1 F i - j F r ,i j ji m2
B [ a for 1 F i F r y 1,i i i m
r y1m
B [ y a ,Ýr r im m
is1
ˆ T Ž . Ž .and B [ X BX . By construction, tr B s 0. The relation 34 becomesm m
L s ¤ .ˆŽVyb B .
Ž .Since W % 0, we can choose b nonnull such that W y b B % 0. More-0 0
ˆŽ . Ž . Žover, tr W y b B s tr W s 1, and therefore V y b B s X W y0 0 m
T ˆ. Ž Ž .. Ž .  4 Ž .b B X g ›l A x . Finally, V y b B g L ¤ s V by assumption ,0 m m 0
ˆwhich implies that B and then B are both null. By definition of B, the
Ž .coefficients in 33 are null.
To end this section, we state a result similar to the previous ones
Ž .concerning this time the epi-differentiability of s for an arbitrary m .m
THEOREM 3.4. For any x g O, the function s is twice epi-differentiablem
Ž .at x. The set of epi-gradients coincides with the Clarke subdifferential ›s xm
Ž Ž ..gi¤en by 25 and the first-order epi-deri¤ati¤e equals the first-order direc-
tional deri¤ati¤e
XX , e T² :s x , d s s x , d s =s x , d q s X DA x d X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m myi i m mm m
Ž .The second-order epi-deri¤ati¤e of s at x, relati¤e to any ¤ g ›s x , ism m
equal to
Y Y, e 2 , es x , ¤ , d s D s x d , d q a x , ¤ , d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆm myi mm
2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .where ¤ [ ¤ y =s x , and =s x and D s x d, d are respec-ˆ my i myi myim m m
Ž . Ž .ti¤ely gi¤en by 26 and 27 .
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Ž .Remark 3. Let ¤ g ri ›s x . According to the previous theorem, wem
easily see that the linear independence assumption stated in Proposition
3.3 is yet sufficient for s to admit a generalized Hessian at x relative to ¤ .m
Notice that in this case, the generalized Hessian at x relative to ¤ is
Ž .exactly the ‘‘second-order object’’ calculated in a different way by Shapiro
Ž w x.and fan cf. 22, 3.11 .
4. APPLICATION: OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS IN
EIGENVALUE OPTIMIZATION
A major advantage in the concepts of first- and second-order epi-dif-
ferentiability is that they allow to obtain in an easy way ‘‘neoclassical’’
Ž .optimality conditions with a null gap . Rockafellar used epi-differentiabil-
ity to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for some of the most
Žcommon types of problems in nonsmooth programming see, for instance,
w x.17 . In this section, we aim to do the same for eigenvalue problems. More
precisely, we derive second-order necessary and sufficient optimality con-
ditions for the following optimization problems:
P min s A x s l A x q ??? ql A x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m 1 mpxgR
and
X
P min l A x .Ž . Ž .Ž .mpxgR
Such problems are nonconvex and typically nonsmooth.
We use the terminology that f has a local minimum at x in the strong
sense if there exists a ) 0 such that
25 5f x G f x q a x y x for all x near x .Ž . Ž .
We recall the main result on optimality conditions for twice epi-differen-
tiable functions.
pw xTHEOREM 4.1 17, Theorem 2.2 . Let f : O ; R “ R be a lower semi-
continuous function, and let x g O be a point where f is finite and twice
epi-differentiable.
Ž . Ž .a Necessary condition : If x is a local minimum of f , then 0 is an
epi-gradient of f at x and
Y , e pf x , 0, d G 0 for all d g R .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .b Sufficient condition : If 0 is an epi-gradient of f at x and
Y , e p  4f x , 0, d ) 0 for all d g R _ 0 ,Ž .
then x is a local minimum of f in the strong sense.
We wish to apply this result to the mappings l and s . For that, wem m
Žintroduce two ‘‘second-order objects’’ associated with the second-order
.epi-derivative of these mappings that will play the role of the Hessian in
the second-order optimality conditions.
As in the previous section, we assume that A: R p “ S is C 2 on R p.n
p Ž .Let x g R be such that l x ranks first in a group of equal eigenvalues.m
Ž Ž ..For any V g ›l A x , we define the symmetric matrixm
†
H x , V [ V ? A q A l I y A x AŽ . Ž .Ž .l i j i m n jžm
†qA l I y A x A ,Ž .Ž .j m n i / 1F i , jFp
2Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..where A [ › Ar› x › x x we recall that A [ › Ar› x x . It isi j i j i i
Y , eŽ .possible to express l x, ¤ , d in a more simple way, using the matrixm
Ž .H x, V :lm
X² : ² :¡ max H x , V d, d if l x , d s ¤ , d ,Ž . Ž .l mm
Y Ž ., e VgL ¤~l x , ¤ , d sŽ .m X¢ ² :q‘ if l x , d ) ¤ , d .Ž .m
Ž .This last relation obviously implies that, for any V g L ¤ ,
Y , e p² :l x , ¤ , d G H x , V d, d for all d g R .Ž . Ž .m lm
Ž . Ž .This means that, for any V g L ¤ , H x, V is an epi-Hessian of l at xl mm
Ž w x.relative to ¤ cf. 16 .
Ž . Ž .Similarly, we associate with s m is arbitrary the matrix H x, V gm s m
Ž Ž Ž ...S for any V g ›s A x defined asp m
2H x , V [ = s xŽ . Ž .s myim m
†ˆq V ? A q A l I y A x AŽ .Ž .i j i m n jž
†qA l I y A x A ,Ž .Ž .j m n i / 1F i , jFp
ˆ Ž .where V [ V y =s x .my im
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Y , eŽ . Ž .Once again, we can express s x, ¤ , d in terms of H x, V ,m s m
X² : ² :¡ max H x , V d , d if s x , d s ¤ , d ,Ž . Ž .s mm
Y Ž ., e VgL ¤~s x , ¤ , d sŽ .m X¢ ² :q‘ if s x , d ) ¤ , d ,Ž .m
Ž . Ž .and H x, V , for any V g L ¤ , is an epi-Hessian of s at x relatives mm
to ¤ .
Ž .Optimality conditions for P
Ž . pWe recall that L is defined by L s V ? A , . . . , V ? A g R .V V 1 p
pŽ .THEOREM 4.2 Necessary condition . If x g R is a local minimum of
XŽ . Ž .  < Ž . 4s , then 0 g ›s x , and for all d g N 0 s d s x, d F 0 , therem m ›s Ž x . mm
Ž Ž ..exists V g ›s A x such thatm
Ž .i L s 0,V
Ž . ² Ž . :ii H x, V d, d G 0.sm
pŽ . Ž .Sufficient condition : Let x g R . If 0 g ›s x and if , for all d gm
Ž .  4 Ž Ž ..N 0 _ 0 , there exists V g ›s A x such that›s Ž x . mm
Ž X.i L s 0,V
XŽ . ² Ž . :ii H x, V d, d ) 0,sm
then x is a local minimum of s in the strong sense.m
Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 4.1.
w xRemark 4. In 22 , Shapiro and Fan derive necessary and sufficient
Ž .optimality conditions for P by a radically different method. Since the
problem of minimizing s is generally nonsmooth, they introduced am
Ž .constraint the mth eigenvalue has a fixed multiplicity which defines a
Ž .smooth manifold under some geometrical assumption the trans¤ersality .
ŽThus, this reduces to a smooth problem and they obtained under some
.additional assumptions optimality conditions by using results from smooth
optimization.
Under the linear independence condition stated in Proposition 3.3,
which is equivalent to the transversality assumption used by Shapiro and
Ž w x. Ž . Fan cf. 22, Theorem 2.2 , we know that the set L 0 s V g
Ž Ž .. < 4 Ž›s A x L s 0 the set of the matrices verifying the first-order opti-m V
.mality condition reduces to a singleton. Consequently, under this condi-
tion, the matrix V appearing in Theorem 4.2 is independent of the critical
direction considered.
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Ž .XOptimality conditions for P
pŽ .THEOREM 4.3 Necessary condition . If x g R is a local minimum of
XŽ . Ž .  < Ž . 4l , then 0 g ›l x and, for all d g N 0 s d l x, d F 0 , therem m ›l Ž x . mm
Ž Ž ..exists V g ›l A x such thatm
Ž .i L s 0,V
Ž . ² Ž . :ii H x, V d, d G 0,lm
Ž .where l x is the eigen¤alue which ranks first in the group of the eigen¤aluesm
Ž .equal to l x .m
pŽ . Ž .Sufficient condition : Let x g R be such that l x ranks first in am
Ž . Ž .  4group of equal eigen¤alues. If 0 g ›l x and if , for all d g N 0 _ 0 ,m ›l Ž x .m
Ž Ž ..there exists V g ›l A x such thatm
Ž X.i L s 0,V
XŽ . ² Ž . :ii H x, V d, d ) 0,lm
then x is a local minimum of l in the strong sense.m
Proof. We only have to prove the following assertion: if x is a local
minimum of l , then it is necessarily a local minimum of l . This ism m
pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .evident since l x G l x for all x g R and l x s l x .m m m m
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